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Violas are beautiful string instruments that produce a rich, mellow sound.
They are often used in classical music, but can also be found in jazz, folk,
and other genres. Violas are slightly larger than violins, and have a lower
pitch. They are played with a bow, and the strings are tuned in fifths.

History of the Viola

The viola is believed to have evolved from the medieval viol. Viols were
popular instruments in the Renaissance and Baroque periods, and were
used in a wide variety of music. In the 18th century, the viola began to be
used more frequently in classical music, and it eventually became a
standard member of the string quartet.

Types of Violas

There are two main types of violas: the alto viola and the tenor viola. The
alto viola is the most common type of viola, and it is tuned in C, G, D, and
A. The tenor viola is tuned in F, C, G, and D, and it has a lower pitch than
the alto viola.

Famous Viola Players

Some of the most famous viola players include:
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William Primrose

Lionel Tertis

Yuri Bashmet

Kim Kashkashian

Tabea Zimmermann

Violas are beautiful and versatile instruments that can be used in a wide
variety of music. They have a rich history, and have been played by some
of the world's most famous musicians. If you are interested in learning more
about the viola, there are many resources available online and in libraries.
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